
How do 
quarterbacks 

throw so 
precisely?



Introduction
How do quarterbacks throw so precisely? And, how do they 
throw so far?

We have noticed that the distance and precision depends 
upon ball grip, body alignment, and foot placement. We think 
3 things have to happen for a precise throw: 

1. Your feet are a little wider than your shoulder width 
apart, and your front foot has to be pointing forward

2. You need to load the ball behind your head to give the 
ball power, and for further distance angle the ball up.

3. Proper ball grip, and your finger position

The reason that we got interested in this is because we 
both like to play football for fun and we also like to 
watch it when we're at home



Our Investigation
What is the best throwing positions for a QB?

Stance 1 Stance 2
Stance 3



RESEARCH SOURCE  1 -changing the throwing position

WORK CITED: 

Name of website -football university

Date accessed - Dec. 1

Address - 

What I learned:
When you throw the football you have to be in a 90 degree angle or a L position with your 
arm instead of your arm facing out  and your elbow pointing left or right. And in A result 
the ball will be closer to your head  and you will get maximum throw. 

How is this useful?
This is useful for new players and coaches but also it gets you a ⅓  step closer to having a perfect football 
throwing stance. It also is very easy. All you have to do is go outside and practice every day to get better. 



RESEARCH SOURCE  2 - Changing the finger position on the lacys

WORK CITED:
Name of website - Football Advantage 

Date accessed - Dec. 9

Address - 

What I learned:
The laces are best when 1 or two fingers are off towards the back.
But it is different for everybody so in our data, all fingers off was the 
most useful or most powerful to add to
 the throwing position
 

How is this useful?
This is useful because with different lace position you get a stronger throw so 
having your hands in the middle of the lace will give you your strongest throw



RESEARCH SOURCE  3 -change the feet position

WORK CITED:

Name of website -  dicks sporting goods youtbe video

Date accessed - Dec. 1

Address - 

What I learned 
 If you wanna have a good throw then you should have good footwork and stance.
Your feet should be a little more than a shoulder-width apart and if your right handed you 
should have you left foot in front but if your left then it’s the opposite.
  
How is this useful?
This is useful for new players and coaches because they will get ⅓ % closer to getting the 
best throw position for being a Q.B.



Before I do my experiment…

My Question:
What is the best throwing position for a Q.B

Independent variable: (what I will change)
I will change the arm position,  lace position, and feet position

Dependent variable: (how I will measure my experiment)
I will measure how far the football goes each time by using a tape measure on a strip 
of grass

Control( how will you compare your results-what is your normal thing)
The normal stance is behind the head and aligned and fingers on the lace.
I will compare by seeing which positions are better than the control



Our HYPOTHESIS
If you use the proper arm, feet, and finger position and placement, 
then we think that the football will go farther because you can get the most power in 
your throw from the position with:
 -all fingers on laces
- feet fully turned with your top foot slanted
-the ball fully loaded at the back of your head
-arm that's at a 90 degree angle.



My Experiment

Materials:

1. Football
2. 2+ people  
3. Measuring tape
4. Long grass area
5. Daylight preferred
6. Gloves preferred

Showing you these tools you can 
now see what is the best stance for 
throwing a football.



Procedures - give very detailed directions
                                 -How to get into the perfect throwing stance
Step 1- your feet have to be perfectly aligned facing the right or left way depending on what hand 
you throw with

Step 2- all your fingers also have to be on the laces when you throw

Step 3- then your arm has to be in a 90 degree angle and you have to load the ball behind your 
head

Step 4-and the way to get the ball far is to power it back close toy as far as you are

Step 5- that's the best way to get the farthest throw in a football.



Results

Observation:

Date:Dec. 2 

Time:8:13

Qualitative( Changes I see happening- 5 senses)
 Arm position
When we changed the position we threw the furthest when we pulled back the 
arm and the shortest was when we extended the arm.

Finger position
When we changed the finger position the furthest throw was when all the 
fingers were on the laces and the shortest one was when the fingers were more 
towards the back of the ball.

Feet Position
When we change the feet stance, to get it aligned, a little bit tilted, and facing 
straight the best one was aligned.??



category Trial 1 / Stance 1 Trial 2 / Stance 2 Trial 3 / Stance 3 Results

throwing Behind head Aligned with your 
head

In Front of head Behind the head was 
the best

Finger placement 
with laces

All fingers on the 
lace 

Positioning more 
towards the back

Position more 
facing the front

All the fingers on the 
lace was the best

Feet placement Feet parallel Feet turned fully At angle Feet fully turned was 
the best

All together Best in each 
category: 54 ft

All the second 
best: 38 ft

All the worst
33 ft.

54ft is the furthest and the 
best stance is football behind 
the head and turned fully 
sideways and all fingers on 
laces

                                        RESULTS



RESULTS
● We learned that when you have 

proper grip on the ball, good feet 
placement, and your arm in the right 
position you throw the farthest.

● In the hypothesis we thought that 
stance one was going to be the best 
because of the arm and how far it 
would go back to get the most power 
into the ball and let it go the furthest. 
We didn’t think the other ones would 
go as far because of where your 
hands were. It wouldn't get enough 
launching power. 

● The reason I think that the worst 
stance  is stance three is because 
you had to start with the ball in the 
front of your head and you get no 
power that way.



Conclusion
CLAIM
“How do quarterbacks throw so precisely?”QBs throw precisely because of their hand position, feet position and 
where their arm is. Before we did are experiment we thought that the proper arm, feet, and finger position would 
be having your arm all the way behind you and having your feet facing forward aligned.

EVIDENCE
The best stance was stance one.The reason that it went the furthest was because when you throw it from 
behind your head you're able to get the most power into the ball so it can go the furthest.

REASONING 
The reason I think stance one was the best is because you get the most power in your throw because the ball 
starts behind your head. The reason I think stance three was the worst is because you started in front of your 
head so you don’t get as much power as throwing behind your head and aligned your head.

What things I can do with this topic
With this same topic we can also try mixing up the three positions in the stance so we create different stances.


